Authorities Fear Prison Uprising

By JOHN GILLES
The Journal

Authoritative sources at the state's correctional facilities in Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas report that the situation in the Montague State Prison is worse than any of the other facilities.

The guard on trial in Phoenix is charged with violating civil rights of inmates during the uprising. The guard, John Smith, was charged with 17 counts of misconduct.

Only one day has passed since the guard was arrested. He is being held on $100,000 bail.

The guards at the facility are said to be on high alert. The facility has been placed on lockdown.

Rebuff Alleged Boren Appointee Hit

By JOHN GILLES
The Journal

Boren Appointee Hit

Dr. John Boren, a foot doctor in Oklahoma City, was hit by a car while walking his dog.

Boren was walking his dog, a Shih Tzu named Tug, when he was hit by a car driving on the road. He was rushed to the hospital where he is said to be in critical condition.

Boren has been a foot doctor in Oklahoma City for over 30 years.

Damage To Top $1 Million

VEGAS MAY GET MORE FLOODING

DA Battles Crime Hike

LAKE VICTORIA (AP) - Flash floods which claimed the lives of two people have been reported in the area. At least 27 people were killed in the floods that struck the area recently.

A new dam is being built in the area to prevent future flooding.

By Health Chief

Dr. J. Letter Carpenter examines some of the fish from his sluice-fertilized pond. (Staff Photo by John Smith)

The state health department has received reports of fish kills in several areas of the state. In one area, a total of 700 fish were killed in a single day.

The state health department is advising residents to avoid eating fish from these areas until the situation is under control.

2 Dead

In Wake Of Storm

LAS VEGAS (AP) - Flash floods which claimed the lives of two people have been reported in the area. At least 27 people were killed in the floods that struck the area recently.

A new dam is being built in the area to prevent future flooding.

City Celebration Safe

The mayor's holiday road show was held on December 30th. Eighteen locations throughout the city were visited.

The mayor, Dr. J. Letter Carpenter, rode in a motorcade and was accompanied by a band and a cheerleading squad.
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Workers Vote To End Strike
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Where does he go to reach tomorrow?
United Methodist Men Set Retreats

Lutheran Leaders See Possible Reconciliation

'Miss America' Sets Visit To 10th Starlite Crusade

Progressive Baptists Slate Prayer Retreat

Falls Creek Assembly Schedules 58th Opening

Announcing Old Fashioned Camp Meeting

Capitol Hill Church Of God

July 6 thru 13

Old-Fashioned Meal Sat By Capitol Hill

*DISCOVER*
Joy On The Journey

Wherever You Go, God's Children Can Share The Transforming Love Of Christ On Their Daily Journey

- Jeanne Black, Bishop's Church
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Billie Jean Dances 38-Minute Waltz

89ers, Aeros Hurlers Shine

Brundidge Wins Feature

Ponca Prix Set Today
OU Prof. Also Ship Doctor

Dr. Clyde A. Lynn, associate professor at the University of Oklahoma's School of Medicine, is in the hospital because he has been sent on a specific mission. The mission is to assist in the treatment of a patient suffering from a medical condition that requires immediate attention.

Dr. Lynn, who is also a Navy Reserve officer, was called to duty in order to provide medical care for a patient who is in critical condition. The patient is a sailor who suffered a severe injury during a specialized training mission.

Dr. Lynn's expertise in radiology and medical diagnostics is crucial in this situation. His knowledge of medical imaging and diagnostic techniques will be invaluable in determining the best course of treatment for the sailor.

Dr. Lynn's experience in naval medicine and his commitment to serving his country make him an ideal candidate for this mission. He is well-equipped to handle the challenges that come with providing medical care in a military setting.

Educator To Talk To Advisory Group

Dr. John Fugler, director of the Education Committee of the State University Board of Trustees, will speak to the Southeastern Higher Education Commission advisory committee. His presentation will focus on the current state of higher education in the region, including the challenges and opportunities faced by institutions of higher education.

Dr. Fugler's insights will be valuable to the advisory committee, as they are responsible for making recommendations to the state university board of trustees on matters related to higher education policy and planning.

4th of July
B-I-G Values...

Prices Good Saturday and Sunday Only

Knee Highs... Special Purchase
Great with Slacks
3 Pair
99c

Those popular
available in stretch elastics. One color.

Polyester Knits
Special Purchase
132c

Each pair costs
20% off regular price

AC-DC Black 'n' White TV
Regular $199.95

-10 inch diagonal picture screen. 100% solid-state chassis. Weight only 15 lbs. (Protective cabinet and speaker included.)

Firefighters Quickly Halt Ceiling Fire

The fire, which started in a ceiling panel, was quickly extinguished by firefighters from Oklahoma City. By the time they arrived, the fire had spread to several adjacent areas.

The firefighters worked efficiently and effectively to prevent the fire from spreading to other parts of the building. Their quick response and expertise prevented any further damage to the building or to the occupants inside.
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8401

Women's Stacks Wardrobes

$39
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Giant Boy... Special Purchase
132c

Each pair costs
20% off regular price

AC-DC Black 'n' White TV
Regular $199.95

-10 inch diagonal picture screen. 100% solid-state chassis. Weight only 15 lbs. (Protective cabinet and speaker included.)
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